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I. What was the _____________ of Dec. _______.
A. ______________ dies and possesses the ________.
B. Sun _______________ is birthed.
C. Tammuz is _________ on Dec. 25.
D. Semiramis is worshipped as “The ____________ of
Heaven” and “The _____________ of God.”
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II. ____________________ and the Roman Empire.
A. Celebration of the _____________ solstice.
B. “Birthday of the _____________________ sun.”
C. Mithraism = ________ _______________.
D. Constantine ______________ his empire joining the
Roman Catholic ____________ to ___________________.
1. Odin/Woden - __________ through the air on a horse
with __________ legs.
2. Yule log - burns for _____ days.
3. Mistletoe - _________________ rite.
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III. Christmas ___________________.
A. First observed by ________ 1-/25-336 A.D.
B. “Old Nick” = synonym for ____________.
1. Pelz nickel = furry ___________.
C. Elves = ______________, gremlin, troll, ___________.
D. Outlawed in America until _________.
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I. origin; 25
A. Nimrod; sun
B. worship
C. born
D. Queen; Mother
II. Saturnalia
A. winter
B. unconquered
C. sun worship
D. unites; church; mithraism
1. flies; eight
2. 12
3. fertility
III. traditions
A. law
B. satan
1. devil
C. goblin
D. 1870
IV. Bible

